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Abstract
An improvement in the method of production of embedding ab initio model potentials (AIMP)
for embedded cluster calculations in ionic solids is proposed and applied to the oxides CeAlO3,
CeO2, and UO2. The improvement aects the calculation of one of the AIMP components, the
Pauli repulsion operator, which prevents the cluster electrons from collapsing onto the occupied
orbitals of the host in embedded cluster calculations and, so, their over occupancy. The linear
constants involved in such operator are proposed to be obtained in embedded cluster calculations
in the perfect host, with the requirement that local structures calculated with working embedded
clusters of relatively small size agree with those calculated with reference embedded clusters of
much larger size.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The embedding ab initio model potentials (AIMPs) for embedded cluster calculations
in ionic solids have been proposed two decades ago1 and succesfully applied in structural
and spectroscopic, wave function based, quantum chemical studies of local defects created
by transition metal and f -element impurities in a number of halides and oxides, both in
their ground states and in large manifolds of excited states.2,3 The most recent applications
involve detailed interpretations and predictions of complex 5f{6d absorptions of actinide ions
in solids under high pressure4 and luminescence simulations of lanthanide based phosphors
used in solid-state-lighting devices.5
The embedding AIMPs are based on the group function theory of McWeeny and Huzi-
naga,6{8 which allowed for an eective dierentiation in the treatment of chemically active
and inactive electrons in a molecule or a solid, and supported the development of both core
and embedding eective model potentials.9{11 The embedding AIMPs are made of the fol-
lowing terms:1 the electrostatic potential created by an array of point charges located at
the ionic sites (Madelung potential), the electrostatic potential created by the ionic electron
clouds (electron Coulomb potential), the quantum mechanical exchange operator between
cluster electrons (active) and environment electrons (inactive), and the quantum mechanical
Pauli repulsion operator, which prevents the cluster electrons from collapsing onto the fully
occupied orbitals of the solid host, so enforcing the fullment of the Pauli principle. This last
operator has the form
P
k Bk j 'kih'k j, where the index k runs over the occupied (frozen)
orbitals of the host, 'k, and all the Bk are positive constants that shift their orbital energies
up, and so prevent their unexpected over occupancy in the self-consistent calculations on
the embedded cluster.
The use of the frozen-orbital shifting operator,
P
k Bk j 'kih'k j, as a practical means to
enforce the fullment of the Pauli principle in frozen-orbital calculations, was proposed by
Huzinaga et al.,7,8 who derived it in the context of frozen-core restricted variational Hartree-
Fock calculations, after imposing strong-orthogonality conditions (or, more generally, linear
independency conditions) between an active orbital space (the valence orbitals of a molecule)
and an inactive, frozen orbital space (the core orbitals of a molecule). Huzinaga's rst
derivation of Bk =   "k was later corrected by Hojer and Chung to Bk =  2 "k.12 This
value was accepted in the frozen-core AIMP method10,13 and model core potential (MCP)
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method14 and in the frozen-environment AIMP embedding method.1 Although it was shown
that the theory of frozen-orbital calculations justies the use of arbitrary positive Bk values
when the calculations are performed at the basis set limit,15 Hojer and Chung's recipe seemed
to work well with truncated, practical basis sets.2 A previous recipe of Bk =  1:5 "k was
also succesfully in use.16
There is, however, a problem with the denitions of the frozen-orbital shifting constants,
Bk, in terms of the frozen orbital energies, "k, in embedded cluster calculations. The problem
is related to the fact that these orbital energies include the expected value of the electrostatic
potential, and the electrostatic potential of an innite periodic solid evaluated at any point
is well dened except for an arbitrary shifting constant.17 So, although the electrostatic
potential map is unique, it can be shifted down and up in energy depending on the choice
of unit cell taken for its calculation, as a consequence of it being calculated with a series
which is conditionally convergent, and so, it may converge on dierent values depending on
the rearrangement of its terms.17 As a consequence of this, two dierent choices of unit cells
which are replicated in order to produce the embedding potential in an embedded cluster
calculation, may lead to two dierent sets of orbital energies of the frozen embedding orbitals,
"k, shifted respect to each other. Then, any choice of the Bk values of the type Bk =   "k
involves an arbitrariness, either explicit or implicit, even if  is xed, like the traditional
choice  = 2. Furthermore, cases are found where the choice of unit cell (and its implicitely
assumed electrostatic potential reference) leads to positive orbital energies "k and negative
Bk values; in situations like these, the frozen-orbital shifting operator does not act preventing
the collapse of the active cluster orbitals onto the host but, on the contrary, forcing it, so
leading to unphysical results; we had never found such a situation in the previous AIMP
embedded cluster calculations performed in our group, but we have just met the problem in
an attempt to study CeAlO3. For example, we found an occupied 4f orbital of a single Ce
3+
ion embedded in a large ensemble of cubic perovskite CeAlO3 unit cells with origin in Ce
sites, to have a positive orbital energy of 0.3206 hartree, which is rised 0.43524 hartree when
the unit cell origin is chosen to be the Al site. This is so because the electrostatic potential at
the Ce site created by an innite array of CeAlO3 unit cells with cubic perovskite structure
is -0.81088 hartree if the unit cells have their origin at Ce and -1.24612 hartree if they
have their origin at Al. Obviously, the same shift is experienced by the whole electrostatic
potential map: for instance, its value in the O site is 1.04530 hartree in the rst case and
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0.61006 hartree in the second case, the potential dierence between O and Ce sites being
1.85618 hartree in both cases, which illustrates the arbitrariness mentioned above.
Having recognized the implicit arbitrariness involved in the traditional choice Bk =  2 "k,
which was eective so far, we propose in this paper a new procedure to determine Bk values
of embedding AIMPs. The underlying idea is to keep the basic philosophy of the AIMPs,
namely, that each term of an AIMP is chosen so that it mimics the eects of the true operator
it represents, although at a lower computational cost.10 Since (a) the Bk's represent the
strength of the Pauli repulsion and (b) inadequate treatments of Pauli repulsion in embedded
cluster calculations lead to inaccurate cluster structures as the main direct eect,18 the Bk's
of a host are chosen in the new procedure so that small embedded clusters of the host
have the same local structures as much larger, reference embedded clusters. In this way,
we expect that the Pauli repulsion between the small cluster and its environment as taken
into account by the AIMP term, mimics the Pauli repulsion between the inner and outer
regions of the large cluster. For this to be so, it is neccessary, rst, that the remaining
terms of the embedding AIMP (Coulomb and exchange) properly mimic their corresponding
interactions, something which is intrinsic to the AIMP method,1 and, second, that the levels
of the calculations on the small and the large clusters are equivalent. In order to full
the latter condition, having in mind that AIMP embedded clusters are approximations to
frozen-environment embedded clusters, the reference calculations on large clusters are made
using exible basis sets in the innermost region that corresponds to the small cluster and
minimal basis sets for the outermost regions, which are represented by embedding AIMPs
in the small embedded cluster calculation.
The Bk-dependent terms and the entire embedding potentials so produced are expected
to represent the Pauli repulsion and the embedding interactions within the host adequately
and, by extension, to perform equally well in embedded cluster calculations when impurities
and other kind of local defects are introduced in the host.
The new procedure to obtain corrected embedding AIMPs is described in detail in Sec. II.
Embedding AIMPs for CeAlO3, CeO2, and UO2 have been computed following the new
procedure and they are presented in Sec. III.
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II. METHOD
A. Embedding AIMPs
The starting point of the embedding AIMPs is the application of the group function
theory to two groups of electrons without mutual correlation6{8 (the cluster and the host
electrons in this case), according to which the many electron wave functions of the cluster
under the eects of the embedding host can be computed out of the following embedded
cluster Hamiltonian,
H^embedded
cluster
= H^isolated
cluster
+
cluster
electronsX
i
8>><>>: 
host
nucleiX

Z
ri
+
host
orbitalsX

24fZ '(j)[2  P^ij]'(j)
rij
dj +Bj'ih'j
35
9>>=>>;(1)
The last terms in Eq. 1 represent the following interactions of the cluster electrons: rstly,
the electrostatic interaction with the host nuclei; secondly, the Coulomb and exchange inter-
actions with the host electrons, whose charge density is represented by means of the occupied
orbitals ' (with fractional occupancies f); and thirdly, the Pauli repulsion with the latter
(last term with positive values of B), which is positive for non-converged cluster orbitals
and prevents the collapse of these onto the host orbitals, and so their over occupancy, and
is zero for fully converged cluster orbitals in the basis set limit. This embedded cluster
Hamiltonian can be used at any level of theory within the cluster. It mantains the cluster
electron count since no charge transfer is formally allowed between the cluster orbitals and
the environment orbitals.
The ' set in Eq. 1 can be any unitary transformation of the occupied host orbitals,
so that both delocalized and localized orbitals can be used. In an ionic crystal, host lo-
calized orbitals can often be found that only contain small mixing between orbitals of the
individual ions, k; in these cases, substituting the ' set by the 

k set can be a reasonable
approximation. The AIMP embedded cluster Hamiltonian results from adopting such an
approximation and substituting the Coulomb and exchange operators by model potential
representations of them,1,2
H^embedded
cluster
= H^isolated
cluster
+
cluster
electronsX
i
host
ionsX

V^ AIMP (i) ; (2)
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where the embedding AIMP of the host ion  reads
V^ AIMP (i) =  
Q
ri
+
1
ri
X
p
Cp exp( pr2i) +
X
p
X
q
jpiApqhqj+
X
k
Bkjkihkj ; (3)
with:
Q = Z  N elec ; (4)
so that the rst term is the ionic point charge potential;
1
ri
X
p
Cp exp( pr2i)   
N elec
ri
+ 2
X
k
fk
Z k (j)k(j)
rij
dj ; (5)
with the sets Cp and 

p chosen to minimize the deviations, so that the second term corrects
the point charge potential with the electrostatic contributions from the ionic electron density;
and
Apq =  
X
r
X
s
S 1pr
X
k
fk
Z r (i)k (j)k(i)s(j)
rij
djdiS
 1
sq ; (6)
with the S matrix dened by
Spq = hpjqi ; (7)
so that the third term is the exchange interaction between the embedding electrons and the
i-th cluster electron, in the form of a spectral representation (resolution of the identity).
In Eqs. 3, 6 and 7, the p are a set of auxiliar functions; usually, these are the primitive
Gaussians used to expand the ion orbitals k. The B

k set in the last term are positive
constants, whose calculation is the subject of this paper.
B. Self-consistent embedded ions
The rst step in the calculation of the components of the embedding AIMP of an ionic
solid made of monoatomic ions, like CeO2, is the self-consistent embedded ions procedure,
SCEI. (An extension of the embedding AIMP method for multiatomic ions has been recently
implemented,19 but it will not be used in this work.) It starts with the assumption of an ionic
limit for the host and with the identication of its ions; in the sample case these are Ce4+ and
O2 . For each of these ions, a rst calculation (e.g. Hartree-Fock) is performed on the ground
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state of the ion embedded in an initial environmental potential (e.g. that corresponding to
a point charge representation of all the other crystal ions) and its embedding AIMP is
produced out of its occupied orbitals according to Sec. IIA. At this step, Bk =  2 "k
is used for the orbitals in fully occupied shells, except when positive orbital energies are
found, in which case a xed value is adopted, usually Bk = 0:5 au. Other positive Bk
values large enough so as to prevent orbital collapses onto the external lattice (which should
always be monitored) are equally valid here because they will be changed in a forthcoming
tunning step. Bk = 0 is used for the orbitals in partially occupied shells, because these
shells should not be prevented from additional occupancy. The new embedding AIMP is
used to update the environmental potentials of all ions. Then, a new set of calculations on
the individual embedded ions is carried out, new embedding AIMPs are produced, and so
on. The iterations are stopped when the wave functions, total energies and orbital energies
of the embedded ions have converged. At this point, all the ingredients of the embedding
AIMPs of the individual ions (Eq. 3) are stored in libraries, although the Bk constants will
be modied as described next.
C. Frozen-orbital shifting operator
The Bk constants in the frozen-orbital shifting operator of the embedding AIMPs,
host
ionsX

orbitals
of X
k
Bkjkihkj ; (8)
will be tuned in embedded cluster calculations. In order to lead the tuning procedure,
we recall that the true embedding potential that the embedding AIMP intends to mimic
corresponds to an environment whose electrons occupy frozen orbitals which have been
calculated at the SCF level.1,7 Then, the best result we can expect out of an AIMP embedded
cluster calculation on a system, at a given methodological level for the cluster, is one that
coincides with another calculation on the whole system, where the cluster is treated at the
same methodological level whereas the rest of the system is treated at a SCF level, with its
orbitals frozen to the result of the SCF calculation on the whole system.
With this idea in mind, for a given host (e.g. CeO2), we perform SCF calculations on one
or several small working clusters (e.g. (CeO8)
12 , if we are interested in local properties of
CeO2 associated with one cation or with impurities and other defects related with it) and on
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corresponding large reference clusters (e.g. (CeO8Ce12O56)
76 ). For simplicity, we will refer
to the above clusters and alike as small and reference clusters from now on. Both types of
clusters are embedded in the embedding AIMP resulting from the previous SCEI calculation
(Sec. II B). The SCF calculations are closed-shell Hartree-Fock calculations in closed-shell
clusters and CASSCF calculations in open-shell clusters. A large, exible basis set is used
for the small cluster as well as for the corresponding, inner region of the reference cluster
(i.e. the CeO8 part). A minimal basis set is used for the outer region of the reference cluster,
which corresponds to an embedding part in the small cluster calculation (i.e. the Ce12O56
part). The minimal basis set functions are the orbitals (of Ce4+ and O2 ) resulting from
the previous SCEI calculation. It is reasonable to think that, under these conditions, the
Coulomb and exchange terms of the embedding AIMP used in the small cluster calculation
represent fairly well the Coulomb and exchange interactions between the outer and the inner
regions in the reference cluster calculation. On the other hand, the choice of Bk's made in
the SCEI calculation does not neccessarily make the frozen-orbital shifting operator (Eq. 8)
to represent correctly the Pauli repulsion interactions between the small cluster and its
environment, as discussed above. Then, since inaccurate Pauli repulsions produce inaccurate
geometrical parameters,18 it is reasonable to think that the dierences between the small
cluster structures, as computed in the small cluster and in the reference cluster calculations,
are mostly ascribable to the frozen-orbital shifting operator not properly mimiking the Pauli
repulsion interactions between the inner and outer regions of the reference cluster. A simple
way to correct this is tuning the Bk constants so that the SCF calculations on the small
clusters embedded in Bk-corrected embedding AIMPs give the same local structure than the
SCF calculations on the reference clusters, and this is what we do here.
In practice, several sets of Bk constants are able to full the structural criterion just
described. In order to make a nal choice, we use the additional demand that none of the
constants should be small, meaning that, among one set with large and small constants and
another with evenly distributed medium size constants, we chose the latter. Finally, we nd
convenient to check that the chosen Bk constants are such that states with occupied orbitals
of a more diuse character than those of the ground state do not collapse on the external
lattice either. Examples are: states of the 5d1 conguration of Ce3+ in CeAlO3, 4f
1 and 5d1
states of a Ce3+ dopant in CeO2, or states of the 5f
16d1 conguration of U4+ in UO2.
We expect the embedding potentials so obtained to perform equally well than alternative
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potentials with Bk constants tuned in more expensive, correlated small and reference embed-
ded cluster calculations, as long as the correlation in the reference cluster is restricted to the
inner region, because the AIMPs are designed to mimic the eects of the frozen embedding
region and this would be the same in the SCF and in the correlated calculations. This will
be illustrated later with SCF and second-order perturbation theory calculations.
D. Embedding self-consistency
After the rst SCEI calculation (Sec. II B) and Bk tuning (Sec. II C), the embedding
orbitals k and shifting constants B

k are not fully consistent. In order to make them so,
iterative cycles are started consisting of a new SCEI calculation using the last tuned con-
stants, followed by a new Bk tuning. The cycles are stopped when the orbitals and constants
do not change signicantly.
III. RESULTS
We obtained the embedding AIMPs of CeAlO3, CeO2, and UO2, following the method
described in Sec. II. All the calculations were performed with MOLCAS.20
For CeAlO3, we adopted the high temperature cubic perovskite structure,
21 correspond-
ing to the Pm3m spatial group, with lattice constant a0=3.818 A. In this host, Ce(III) and
Al(III) are 12-fold and 6-fold coordinated with oxygens, respectively. We took the Ce-O
and Al-O distances as the target structural parameters, so that the small and the reference
embedded cluster calculations should lead to the same values of them. We chose (CeO12)
21 
and (AlO6)
9  as small clusters, and (CeO12Al8Ce26O24)33+ and (AlO6Al26Ce8O48)3  as the
corresponding reference clusters (see Fig. 1). All of them were embedded in an AIMP repre-
sentation of CeAlO3 where all the ions external to the clusters are located at experimental
sites (ions up to 2 unit cells far from the central cation are represented by total-ion AIMPs
and the remaining ions up to 6 unit cells away are represented by point charges, using Evjen's
fractional values for the ions on the edges of the embedding region for a faster convergence
of the electrostatic potential22).
The SCF calculations involved in the SCEI calculations were dened as follows: For Ce3+,
complete active space SCF calculations, CASSCF,23{25 were done on the lowest Stark com-
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ponent of 4f1  2 F , using a relativistic [Kr] core AIMP and a (14s10p10d8f)=[7s5p6d4f ]
Gaussian basis set26,27; for Al3+ and O2 , all-electron closed-shell Hartree-Fock calcula-
tions were performed with uncontracted (11s8p) and (8s6p) Gaussian basis sets,28 respec-
tively. The SCF calculations on the small and the reference embedded clusters were done
at the Hartree-Fock level on the Al-centered clusters and at the CASSCF level (on the
4f(a2u)
1  2 A2u state) on the Ce-centered clusters. In (AlO6)9 , an all-electron ANO-S
[5s4p2d] basis set was used for Al29 and a [He] core AIMP with a (5s6p1d)=[2s3p1d] basis
for O.13 In (CeO12)
21 , the Ce basis set was the same as in the SCEI calculation, augmented
with g polarization functions, (14s10p10d8f3g)=[7s5p6d4f1g], and the O basis set was the
same as in (AlO6)
9 . In both small clusters, the basis sets were extended with additional
functions located on rst shell neighbors: in (AlO6)
9 , on the six Al atoms next to O along
the Al-O axes; in (CeO12)
21 , on the twelve Ce atoms next to O along the Ce-O axes and on
the eight Al atoms closest to Ce (see Fig. 1). The additional functions are a [1s1p1d] set for
Ce and a [1s1p] set for Al, made with the 4d, 5s, and 5p orbitals of Ce3+ and the 2s and 2p
of Al3+, respectively, as obtained in the previous SCEI calculations. The basis sets used for
the large, reference clusters were the same as in the small clusters for the common atoms,
AlO6 and CeO12 respectively, and the following minimal basis sets for the remaining atoms,
Ce8Al26O48 and Ce26Al8O24, respectively: [He] core AIMP plus (8s6p)=[1s1p] for O, [He]
core AIMP plus (11s8p)=[1s1p] for Al, and [Kr,4f] core AIMP plus (14s10p10d)=[1s1p1d] for
Ce; in all of them, the orbitals used in the frozen-core AIMP and in the minimal basis sets
were the atomic orbitals resulting from the previous SCEI calculation on the host.
The summary of the calculation of the frozen-orbital shifting constants Bk of CeAlO3
is presented in Table I. The full embedding AIMPs of this and the other hosts of this
paper can be obtained from the authors upon request or on-line.30 The Bk's of the SCEI
calculation produce a less repulsive barrier than the correct Pauli repulsion and, as a result,
the bond lenthgs obtained in the small cluster calculations before the Bk tuning are too
long. Increasing the shifting constants of some of the outer orbitals in the Bk tuning step is
sucient to correct for this behaviour. After two cycles, the orbitals and the shifting con-
stants used in the embedding potential are consistent. The SCF distances calculated in the
reference and in the small clusters agree with the experimental ones within 0.01 A. Inclusion
of dynamic correlation via second-order perturbation theory corrections (correlating all the
valence electrons of the small clusters) shortens both distances, as expected, and slightly
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increases the deviations with experiment to around 0.02-0.03 A, or 1%, which is normal for
the system and level of calculation. It is interesting to observe that, although the improved
embedding potential has been calculated using a criterion of consistency of ground state
SCF geometries of small and large clusters, the consistency is mantained at the correlated
level, PT2. In order to check that the consistency extends to excited states of the same and
of dierent congurations, we present in Table II the results of the bond lengths of the 2T1u,
2T2u, and
2Au states of the 4f
1 conguration of Ce3+ centered clusters, as well as on the
2Eg and
2T2g states of the 5d
1 conguration. As it can be seen, geometries and transition
energies computed with the large and the small embedded clusters largely agree.
CeO2 has the uorite structure (O
5
h   Fm3m, a0 = 5.411 A).31 In it, Ce(IV) is 8-fold
coordinated with oxygens and we took the Ce-O distance as the target structural parame-
ter. We chose (CeO8)
12  and (CeO8Ce12O56)76  as the small and corresponding reference
clusters, respectively (see Fig. 2). We embedded both of them in an AIMP representation of
the CeO2 lattice where all the ions external to the cluster are located at experimental sites,
with a number of total-ion AIMPs and point charges equivalent to CeAlO3. In the SCEI
procedure, we performed SCF calculations on the Ce4+ and O2  ions using the same AIMPs
and basis sets described for the SCEI calculations on CeAlO3. For the SCF calculations on
the small embedded cluster (CeO8)
12 , we used the same AIMPs and basis sets described
for the (CeO12)
21  cluster of CeAlO3, extended with additional functions located on the
rst shell of neighbor Ce sites, which have been the 4d, 5s, and 5p orbitals of Ce4+ obtained
in the previous SCEI calculation on the CeO2 host, totally contracted as [1s1p1d]. For the
SCF calculations on the reference embedded cluster (CeO8Ce12O56)
76 , we used the same
basis sets as in (CeO8)
12  for the innermost Ce and O atoms, and the following minimal
basis set for the remaining Ce12O56 atoms: [He] core AIMP plus (8s6p)=[1s1p] for O and
[Kr] core AIMP plus (14s10p10d)=[1s1p1d] for Ce.
The summary of the calculation of Bk parameters of CeO2 is shown in Table III. The
results are in line with those previously described for CeAlO3 and an increasing of the B
Ce
5p
constant in the tuning step together with a small reduction of BO2p is enough to correct
the originally insuciently repulsive barrier in the small cluster. After three cycles we nd
consistency between the orbitals and the shifting parameters. It can be noticed that the
deviations with experiment of the calculated structural parameters is around 0.04 A, some-
what larger than that found in CeAlO3. Dynamic correlation eects, as included by means
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of MBPT2 calculations (correlating all the valence electrons of the clusters), additionaly
shorten 0.02 A the Ce-O distances of the small and reference clusters, with a nal deviation
with experiment of approximately 3 %. Monitoring calculations on states of a (CeO8)
13 
embedded cluster which correspond to 4f 1 and 5d1 congurations of a Ce3+ impurity (elec-
tron doping of CeO2) did not reveal any problems of electron leaking o the cluster and
collapase onto the external lattice.
UO2 is isomorphous with CeO2 and we treated it in a parallel manner. At room temper-
ature, UO2 exhibits a uorite structure with lattice constant a0 = 5.470 A.
32 U(IV) is 8-fold
coordinated with oxygens and we took the U-O distance as the target structural parameter.
We chose (UO8)
12  and (UO8U12O56)76  as the small and reference clusters, respectively
(see Fig. 2), and we embedded both of them in an AIMP representation of the UO2 lattice
similar to that used for CeO2, with all the ions external to the cluster located at experi-
mental sites. The SCF calculations involved in the SCEI procedure were similar to those
proposed for CeAlO3. For the U atoms, a relativistic [Xe,4f ] core AIMP was used in combi-
nation with a (14s10p12d9f)=[4s3p4d4f ] basis set.26,27 To describe the U4+ ion, a CASSCF
calculation on the lowest Stark component of 5f 2  3 H was performed. O2  was treated as
in CeAlO3. For the small and reference embedded clusters, the calculations were done at the
CASSCF level on the ground state (the rst 3T1g state of dominant 5f
2 character, at this
level). For the central U atom, a relativistic [Xe,4f ] core AIMP was used in combination
with a (14s10p12d9f3g)=[6s5p6d4f2g] basis set.26,27 O atoms were treated with a [He] core
AIMP plus (5s6p1d)=[2s3p1d]. In the small cluster (UO8)
12 , the basis sets were extended
with additional functions located on the rst shell of neighbor U sites. As previously, these
functions were made with the outermost 5d, 6s, and 6p atomic orbitals obtained in the SCEI
calculation of U4+ embedded in UO2, contracted as [1s1p1d]. In the large, reference cluster
(UO8U12O56)
76 , the 12 peripheral U atoms were described with a [Xe,4f14,5f 2] core AIMP
made out of the SCEI orbitals of U4+, in combination with a (14s10p12d)=[1s1p1d] mini-
mal basis set to describe the 6s, 6p, and 5d orbitals. Likewise, the 56 peripheral O atoms
were described with a [He] core AIMP and a (8s6p)=[1s1p] minimal basis set from the SCEI
calculation of O2  embedded in UO2.
The Bk parameters of UO2 are shown in Table IV. As previously, with the initial Bk
values, the optimized U-O distance is longer for the small cluster (2.430 A) than for the
reference cluster (2.338 A). To correct this discrepancy, the Bk values corresponding to the
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outermost orbitals (5d, 6s, 6p of U, and 2s, 2p of O) were uniformly risen. Consistency
between the orbitals and the shifting parameter is achieved after two cycles. The nal U-O
distance is 0.03 A shorter than the experimental distance. Dynamic correlation eects in-
cluded at the CASPT2 shortens the distance to 2.315 A. The nal deviation with experiment
is 0.055 A, approximately 2%. States of the (UO8)
12  embedded cluster corresponding to
the excited 5f16d1 conguration of U4+ are calculated without further diculties with the
present embedding potential. A detailed study of the complex 5f 2 and 5f16d1 manifolds of
UO2 will be presented elsewhere.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a method to produce improved embedding ab initio model
potentials for embedded cluster calculations in ionic solids and we apply it to three oxides,
namely, the cubic perovskite CeAlO3 and the CeO2 and UO2 hosts with uorite structure.
The improvement with respect to the former version of the embedding AIMP method1
consists of a new calculation of the embedding term that represents the Pauli repulsions
between the embedded cluster and its environment, under a criterion of consistency of ground
state structures with respect to the size of the embedded clusters.
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TABLE I: Frozen-orbital shifting operator constants (Bk, Eq. 8, in hartree) of the AIMP embedding
potential of CeAlO3, as obtained from ground state embedded cluster SCF calculations. Distances
corresponding to second order perturbation theory, PT2, using the corrected AIMP embedding
potential, are shown in parentheses.
Bk constantsa Structural parametersb
Cycle Clusters Embedding BCe5p B
O
2p d(Ce-O)/A d(Al-O)/A
1 Referencec Initial SCEI 1.372 0.1926 2.689 1.907
Smalld Initial SCEI 1.372 0.1926 2.840 1.998
Smalld Bk tuning 4.000 1.025 2.692 1.905
2 Referencec SCEI after cycle 1 4.000 1.025 2.687 1.900
Smalld SCEI after cycle 1 4.000 1.025 2.702 1.912
Smalld Bk tuning 4.000 1.165 2.688 1.900
3 Referencec SCEI after cycle 2 4.000 1.165 2.689 (2.673) 1.903 (1.896)
Smalld SCEI after cycle 2 4.000 1.165 2.689 (2.673) 1.901 (1.894)
.
aFixed Bk constants are: BCe4f = 0, B
Ce
5s = 2:995, B
Al
2s = 9:0743, B
Al
2p = 5:7093, and B
O
2s = 1:6251.
bExperimental data from Ref. 21 are d(Ce-O)=2.700 A and d(Al-O)=1.909 A.
cThe reference embedded clusters are (CeO12Al8Ce26O24)33+ and (AlO6Al26Ce8O48)3 .
dThe small embedded clusters are (CeO12)21  and (AlO6)9 .
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TABLE II: Calculated 4f1 and 5d1 Ce-O bond lengths, Re (in A), and 4f ! 4f and 4f ! 5d
adiabatic transition energies, Te (in cm 1), of CeAlO3, using the reference cluster and the small
cluster, both of them embedded in the corrected AIMP embedding potential.
Ref. cluster (CeO12Al8Ce26O24)33+ Small cluster (CeO12)21 
SCF PT2 SCF PT2
State Re Te Re Te Re Te Re Te
4f1 2T1u 2.688 0 2.673 0 2.688 0 2.673 0
4f1 2A2u 2.688 460 2.673 200 2.688 500 2.673 240
4f1 2T2u 2.690 1470 2.673 1280 2.690 1520 2.674 1330
5d1 2Eg 2.690 37680 2.676 35740 2.690 37400 2.674 34980
5d1 2T2g 2.694 44840 2.680 43610 2.695 44930 2.680 43070
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TABLE III: Frozen-orbital shifting operator constants, Bk (in hartree), of the AIMP embedding
potential of CeO2, as obtained from ground state embedded cluster SCF calculations.
Bk constantsa Structural parameterb
Cycle Cluster Embedding BCe5p B
O
2p d(Ce-O)/A
1 Referencec Initial SCEI 0.4627 1.8376 2.306
Smalld Initial SCEI 0.4627 1.8376 2.419
Smalld Bk tuning 1.5000 1.4500 2.306
2 Referencec SCEI after cycle 1 1.5000 1.4500 2.304
Smalld SCEI after cycle 1 1.5000 1.4500 2.308
Smalld Bk tuning 1.5000 1.5200 2.304
3 Referencec SCEI after cycle 2 1.5000 1.5200 2.304
Smalld SCEI after cycle 2 1.5000 1.5200 2.304
aFixed Bk constants are: BCe5s = 2:2232, B
O
2s = 3:2772, and all Be
Ce
[Kr;4d] and B
O
1s, which keep their
frozen-core values of Refs. 27 and 13.
bExperimental value from Ref. 31 is d(Ce-O)=2.343 A.
cThe reference embedded cluster is (CeO8Ce12O56)76 .
dThe small embedded cluster is (CeO8)12 .
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TABLE IV: Frozen-orbital shifting operator constants, Bk (in hartree), of the AIMP embedding
potential of UO2, as obtained from ground state embedded cluster CASSCF calculations.
Bk constantsa Structural parameterb
Cycle Cluster Embedding BU5d B
U
6s B
U
6p B
O
2s B
O
2p d(U-O)/A
1 Referencec Initial SCEI 7.13 2.91 0.70 0.85 0.50 2.338
Smalld Initial SCEI 7.13 2.91 0.70 0.85 0.50 2.430
Smalld Bk tuning 7.95 3.73 1.52 1.67 1.32 2.338
2 Referencec SCEI after cycle 1 7.95 3.73 1.52 1.67 1.32 2.338
Smalld SCEI after cycle 1 7.95 3.73 1.52 1.67 1.32 2.350
Smalld Bk tuning 8.04 3.82 1.61 1.76 1.41 2.339
3 Referencec SCEI after cycle 2 8.04 3.82 1.61 1.76 1.41 2.339
Smalld SCEI after cycle 2 8.04 3.82 1.61 1.76 1.41 2.339
aFixed Bk constants are: BU5f = 0 and all B
U
[Xe;4f ] and B
O
1s, which keep their frozen-core values of Refs. 27
and 13.
bExperimental value from Ref. 32 is d(U-O)=2.369 A.
cThe reference embedded cluster is (UO8U12O56)76 .
dThe small embedded cluster is (UO8)12 .
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Figure captions
FIG. 1: Ce (blue), Al (green), and O (red) atoms of the (CeO12Al8Ce26O24)33+ (above) and
(AlO6Al26Ce8O48)3  (below) reference clusters used in CeAlO3. The respective small clusters
(CeO12)21  and (AlO6)9  are indicated with larger size atoms and polihedra. Lines indicating the
central Ce-O and Al-O axes are also plotted.
FIG. 2: Ce or U (blue) and O (red) atoms of the (CeO8Ce12O56)76  and (UO8U12O56)76  reference
cluster used in CeO2 and UO2. The respective small clusters (CeO8)12  or (UO8)12  are indicated
with larger size atoms and polihedra. Lines indicating the central Ce-O or U-O axes are also
plotted.
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Figure 1. Pascual et al.
Figure 2. Pascual et al.
